BACKGROUND: Of all the vital signs, only Respiratory Rate (RR) is still measured clinically. The authors' experience at multiple centers is that RR recorded in triage shows low variability and accuracy.
OBJECTIVES: To assess the method, duration, variability and accuracy of triage nurses' measurements of RR (RNRR) . To compare RNRR with electronic measurement of RR (ERR) using transthoracic impedance plethysmography (TTIP), and with the World Health Organization gold standard (GSRR) of auscultation or observation for 60 seconds.
METHODS: Phase I (Blinded): 483 consecutive patients presenting to an urban teaching ED were enrolled in this prospective study. Researchers observed triage nurses to assess how many seconds they spent and what technique they employed in measuring RNRR. Simultaneously, ERR was recorded via TTIP, using a standard cardiac monitor. Nurses were not aware that their measurements of RNRR were being observed, nor that the monitoring equipment was being used to record ERR. Nurses were told that the purpose of the study was to sample the triage population for dysrhythmias. Phase II (Unblinded): The nurses were made aware of the purpose of the study, and 187 new subjects were enrolled. During each triage evaluation the research assistant now took gold standard measurements of RR by observation and auscultation for 60 seconds each (GSRR), in addition to collecting RNRR and ERR. 
CONCLUSIONS:
Nurses in our busy ED do not have time, in the rush of triage, to spend 60 seconds measuring RR. The same may be true of many busy triage systems around the country and the world; certainly numerous articles have described triage RR as a measurement that is not trusted, and consequently is not utilized. Kory, writing in 1957 (JAMA), described RR as "an expensive tribute to tradition," after a retrospective review of 248 charts showed that 94% of RR measurements were between 18 and 22. This brings up a debate that has existed since pulse oximetry first gained wide acceptance as the "fifth vital sign": is routine triage measurement of RR still necessary? In part the debate about oximetry versus RR harkens to a much older debate about oxygenation versus ventilation. In many pathological states, oximetry and RR will yield redundant information. And yet there are clinical situations in which RR is independently predictive of disease or disease severity (see table 2 ).
Yet if we accept that RR is independently useful, our study lends support to the idea that in the "real world" of the ED, neither triage nurses nor TTIP constitute a good tool for routinely, efficiently and accurately measuring RR in triage. The authors believe it is desireable to bring RR into line with the other vital signs, by establishing some means of measuring it electronically. However, while there are many electronic and mechanical modalities available, most are more suited to ICU's-where patients' respirations are regular, and talking and motion are at a minimum-than to the ED. See Table 3 for a listing of these modalities.
What to do then, with RR in triage? The authors believe this study should stimulate discussion among Emergency Physicians and Nurses about whether routine triage measurement of RR might be abandonned altogether until a workable and accurate electronic modality is identified. An alternative to this might be to adopt a "trimodal" approach to RR, more accurately reflecting the way RR is assessed in triage: with such an approach, patients are graded as bradypneic, normal or tachypneic.
Most importantly, the authors feel that our study should lend greater drive and urgency to the search for an appropriate electronic tool for measuring RR in triage. Table 2 . Situations where RR independently useful. Table 3 . Electronic modalities for measuring RR.
